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1 Introduction

We present CRANS, a new annotation scheme
for comprehensively labeling syntactic dependen-
cies from predicates to dependents in running text
with their semantic functions, or roles. CRANS
is designed to be applied atop UD (de Marneffe
et al., 2021), SUD (Gerdes et al., 2018), or EUD
(Schuster and Manning, 2016), explicitly annotat-
ing the syntax-semantics interface rather than just
semantics. An example of a UD tree enriched
with CRANS annotations is shown in Figure 1.
Although we use English examples in this ab-
stract, CRANS is designed to be applied cross-
linguistically. The vocabulary of CRANS consists
of:

Core Roles There are only two core roles in
CRANS: F (figure) and G (ground). A predi-
cate that has any arguments must always have at
least one core argument. This rule is meant to en-
sure consistent annotation and high inter-annotator
agreement. What F and G mean exactly depends
on the superframe of the predicate.

(1) a. KimG ownsPSS a houseF
b. KimF marriedSOC SandyG

Superframes Each predicate instance is labeled
with one of a handful of coarse frames, called su-
perframes. CRANS aims to distinguish only as
many superframes as necessary to give a clear map-
ping between arguments and core roles. Table 1
lists each superframe along with its definitions for
F and G.

Derived Roles In addition to F and G, there is
IG (initial ground). This is used for arguments that
participate in the G role at the beginning of the
scene and that either continue to do so or move
away from this state. There is also the MG role for
grounds that are “passed through”.

(2) a. KimIG keptPSS the moneyF
b. KimIG lostPSS the moneyF

Kim owns a house
NOUN VERB:PSS DET NOUN
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Figure 1: UD tree enriched with CRANS semantic role
annotation

c. KimF divorcedSOC SandyIG
d. KimIG gavePSS SandyG the houseF
e. The noiseIG fadedSCN

f. KimF wentCNF from the living roomIG

through the doorMG into the kitchenG

Modifier Roles CRAN’s inventory of modifier
roles is not much different from other schemes.
Modifiers are dependents that are not selected for
by the predicate, but can freely combine with all
kinds of predicates. A preliminary list of modifier
roles is given in Table 2.

(3) KimF wentCNF to BrazilG last monthTMP be-
cause they neededXPL a vacation

Mix-in Roles Arguments that are selected for by
the predicate but are not core arguments are labeled
with mix-in roles. These are just modifier roles
prefixed with an X. Very common mix-in roles
are XCAU (causer), XSND (sender), and XRCP
(recipient).

(4) a. KimXCAU brokeSTP the vaseF
b. KimXSND talkedMSG shitG about SandyF

to AubreyXRCP

c. KimXRCP sawMSG SandyF swimG

d. KimXRCP searchedMSG the woodsXLOC

for SandyF
e. KimIG paidPSS a million dollarsF for the

houseXAST

Aktionsart Apart from the IG/MG/G distinction,
superframes abstract away from aktionsart. For ex-
ample, states have the same superframes and roles
as the events bringing them about, and attempts



Superframe Description F G

WST world state

ACT activity actor
EXP experience undergoer
STP state/property entity in state/with property

ASS assignment point value
CMP comparison compared reference
SUC succession successor succeeded
QTY quantity of what how much

CNF configuration smaller/peripheral entity larger/central entity
ORL organizational role appointee organization/job/responsibility
PSS possession/control possession possessor
PWH part-whole part whole
SOC social person friend, relative, etc.

SCN scene participant scene
MSG message topic content

Table 1: Meaning of the F (figure) and G (ground) core roles depending on the superframe. When the semantic
criteria do not distinguish F and G, F is the syntactically less oblique dependent.

and failures have the same superframes and roles
as successes.

(5) a. KimG ownsPSS a houseF
b. KimG boughtPSS a houseF

(6) a. KimXRCP rememberedMSG SandyF
b. KimXRCP forgotMSG SandyF
c. KimF triedSCN to sleepG
d. KimF managedSCN to sleepG
e. KimF failedSCN to sleepG

Etc. We have created detailed guidelines for
annotating less prototypical examples, including:
nominal and adjectival predicates; non-roles for
expletives and extended nuclei in multiword ex-
pressions; a uniform treatment of auxiliaries, light
verbs, raising and control verbs; additional annota-
tion of argument-argument relations such as con-
trol; and dual framing in case of uncertainty, sec-
ondary predicates, and idiomatic language.

2 Comparison

CRANS vs. other Frame-based SRL Schemes
VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2008), FrameNet (Fillmore
and Baker, 2009), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005),
and VerbAtlas (Di Fabio et al., 2019) all presup-
pose a (relatively) large frame lexicon. In our
experience, lexicons have the problem of being
perennially incomplete, and taking up much time to

browse during annotation. VerbAtlas, like CRANS,
makes an effort to limit the number of frames by
grouping predicates together into frames with co-
herent rolesets. However, at 433 frames, it still
requires much looking up. It also has a number of
inconsistencies in role names and PropBank map-
pings, stemming from the semi-automatic creation
process. CRANS aims to trade the rich ontology
that especially FrameNet provides for ease and
speed of annotation.

CRANS vs. Frameless SRL Schemes Semantic
role vocabularies can be used without (explicit) ref-
erence to frames. For example, the Parallel Mean-
ing Bank (Abzianidze et al., 2017) uses a variant of
the VerbNet role inventory without frames. Frame-
specific numbered PropBank roles are also all anno-
tated with “function tags”, i.e., frame-independent
role labels. In our experience, it is hard to apply
such a scheme consistently, as it is often hard to
decide whether something is an Agent or a Theme,
or a Patient or a Theme or a Topic, without having
a frame that specifies that. We feel that by forcing
annotators to choose a superframe and defining
the core roles and their relation to each other in
each superframe, CRANS provides a better handle
on choosing roles. Although also frameless, the
adposition-focused SRL scheme SNACS (Schnei-
der et al., 2018; Shalev et al., 2019) has strongly



Scene
AST asset
BEN beneficiary
CAU causer
EXT extent
INS instrument
LOC locus
MNR manner
TMP temporal

Discourse
CNC concession
CNT continuation
CTX context
ELA elaboration
RCP recipient
SND sender
XPL explanation

Constructional
ANC ancillary
ATT attribute
DPC depictive
RSF result: affected entity
RSG result: end state

Table 2: Modifier roles, roughly divided into modifiers
that specify further properties of a scene (Scene), those
relating it to other scenes (Discourse), and Construc-
tional ones giving rise to argument-argument semantic
dependencies.

inspired CRANS’s inventory of superframes and
modifier roles. The most important difference is
that we removed argument roles like Agent, Theme,
or Source, which we see as ill-defined, and intro-
duced roles like F and IG, which are well-defined
within their superframes.

3 Limitations

CRANS is in an early stage of development and has
yet to be evaluated in annotation experiments. With
this poster, we would like to gather feedback and
meet potential collaborators for such an endeavor.
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